
VU003
Component to RGB converter

User/Build Guide



VU003 is a Component/YPbPr to RGB colorspace converter, this allow to process a color 
video signal inside a DIY video modular system from a component video source.

The basic setup requires a sync extractor/generator (LZX Cadet I) and a RGB encoder 
(LZX Cadet II).
Y is sent to the sync generator first, then sent to VU003, so the system is synced to the 
external video. 
Since the Cadet I only handles 480i/576i, VU003 only work with SD component, also the 
sync extractor inside the module only takes care of SD sync (can probably be adapted).

Inputs: 0-700mV YPbPr, 75 ohms, RCA
Outputs: 0-1V RGB, 499 ohms, jack

– 4HP
– 28mA +12V
– 16mA -12V
– 0mA +5V
– 50mm deep



Mainboard build

Resistors

       215R   499R             698R             768R             976R                 1k                 2.7k               680k
 
215R : R3
499R : R1, R2, R3, R4, R6, R7, R8, R9, R10, R15, R16, R17, R18, R19
698R : R11
768R : R5
976R : R14
1k : R12
2.7k : R13
680k : R20

As you may have noticed, the resistors needs to be mounted vertically. Bend one of the 
lead along the body of the resistor, as close as possible (as another board will be mounted
above this one).

A good practice is to mount two resistors that are next to each horizontally head to tail, to 
avoid a short between the leads. 

Another good thing to do is to place a few resistor and solder them instead of placing all of 
them and solder, as there will be a lot of leads crossing each other.

Check the picture at the end of this section to see how the resistors are mounted.



Mainboard build

Capacitors

 100nF   

100nF : C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, C7, C8, C9, C10, C11, C12, C13, C14



Mainboard build

Semiconductors

LM1881               CD4053     LM6172

LM1881 : U1
CD4053 : U2
LM6172 :U3, U4, U5

All ICs are polarized, make sure that then notch on the chip matches the notch on the 
circuit board.



Mainboard build

Connectors

                      6 pin stackable connectors

XS1, XS2 : 6pin stackable connector

The box header (female plastic part) needs to be mounted on the component side, and the
long pins on the solder side. 



Mainboard build

This is how the board should look once all the components are populated. Notice that the 
resistors are mounted head to tail. The connectors are soldered on the solder side of the 
board.



Controlboard build

Resistors

   499R                            75R

499R : R24, R25, R26
75R : R21, R22, R23



Controlboard build

Connectors

  6pin female         PJ398SM  Green RCA        Blue RCA    Red RCA

XS1, XS2 : 6pin female connector
J4, J5, J6 : PJ398SM
J2 : Green RCA
J3 : Blue RCA
J1 : Red RCA

The 6pin connectors needs to be mounted with the box header on the solder side, pins are
soldered on the component side.

The 2x 10mm spacers can be mounted, they go on the component side of the board, as 
they will be used to secure the front panel to the controlboard.



Controlboard build

Now that the controlboard is done, let's move on to the power board. You can try fitting the 
controlboard to the mainboard now, but don't push the connectors all the way down yet, as
it's a bit hard to disconnect afterwards.



Powerboard build
Capacitors/Ferrites

            10uF       100nf                 Ferrites      330nF

10uF : C15, C16
100nF : C18
Ferrites : FB1, FB2
330nF : C17

Note that the 10uF capacitors are polarized, the longer lead needs to match the square 
pad/plus sign on the circuit board.



 Powerboard build

Semiconductors

                   1N4001                                 LM7805                  

1N4001 : D1, D2
LM7805 : U6

Diodes are polarized, make sure that the ring on the diode matches with the line on the 
circuit board.
LM7805 is polarized, the metal tabl should match the line one circuit board. You can lay 
the regulator flat to the board to save depth (see picture at the end of the section).



 Powerboard build

Connectors

   6pin male     10pin IDC

XS1, XS2 : 6pin male connector
J9 : 10pin IDC connector

XS1 and XS2 long pins should be on the solder side of the board, and solder on the 
component side.
Make sure that the notch on the IDC connector matches the notch on the circuit board.



Powerboard build

Now that all three boards are built, they can be connected together (again, don't push the 
control board and mainboard fully yet, it can be done once the module have been tested). 
You can fit the panel to test that the module is working properly.
To do so :

- Send Y signal from a component source to the Cadet Sync Gen
- Then send the buffered Y to VU003 Y input
- Connect Pb and Pr from the source to VU003 inputs
- Connect the R, G and B outputs from VU003 to R, G and B inputs of the Cadet RGB 
encoder.


